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The Torah merely points out for us that the facts, the results of life and our previous behavior in it, speak for themselves in the results that now face and challenge us. We already know the ...
Why the Torah concentrates on behavior, not its causes
When you’re on the receiving end of controlling behavior, it can make you feel embarrassed, angry, or inferior. In severe cases -- which can sometimes include a pattern of behavior called ...
Signs of Controlling Behavior
Tucked within the hypothalamus of the human brain is a small structure called the suprachiasmatic ... in adjusting hypothalamic function and daily behavior," added first author Alexandra Porca ...
How changes in length of day change the brain and subsequent behavior
The updated policy directs compliance with the tenets of responsible behavior in space issued by Defense Secretary Austin in July 2021 WASHINGTON — The Defense Department released an updated ...
DoD updates space policy, formally adopts ‘tenets of responsible behavior’
Perhaps not surprisingly, a delicate balance of nutrients is key for brain health: Deficiencies or excesses in vitamins, sugars, fats and amino acids can influence brain and behavior in either ...
How diet influences mood, behavior and more
Perhaps not surprisingly, a delicate balance of nutrients is key for brain health: Deficiencies or excesses in vitamins, sugars, fats and amino acids can influence brain and behavior in either ...
Diet can influence mood, behavior and more — a neuroscientist explains
One key difference in behavior involved cognitive flexibility: the ability to generate new solutions when the world changes. "Mice searching for rewards might be inflexible, sticking to only one ...
Food insecurity has lasting impacts on the brains and behavior of mice
“The Sanford Police Department can report that each party is unharmed and safe, and no evidence of criminal behavior has been observed,” police said in a Facebook post. “We also had ...
Missing family found safe, ‘no evidence of criminal behavior:’ police
Physician organizations are applying behavioral nudges to influence physician behavior; however ... specific examples of nudge use, the structure of the different types of nudges that PO leaders ...
Physician Organizations’ Use of Behavioral Nudges to Influence Physician Behavior
Breathing while Black. We’re not quite there yet, thankfully. Though in some places, I just don’t know. White people have called the police on Black people for doing so many common activities ...
The latest suspicious behavior: Watering flowers while Black
Primates spent more time resting and alone, performed more sexual and dominance behaviors and ate less when zoos and safari parks were closed to the public during the first COVID-19 lockdown, a ...
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Primate behavior changed as zoos closed for pandemic, research suggests
This approach to observing officer behavior and mental health has been in use in a similar fashion by the Lexington Police department since 2001. Called the Personnel Early Warning System, it is ...
LMPD reform targets officer behavior and mental health
The video surfaced as part of filings made in an unrelated elections lawsuit in Sumter County, Georgia. “It’s criminal behavior, and that’s why the GBI is involved, and why we can’t get into too much ...
‘It’s criminal behavior.’ Newly released video shows data collectors being let into elections office
His strange behavior, the timing of his lab activities ... have dealt with real-life ambiguity by making it part of their structure and argument. This one treats it as an afterthought.
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